Bloody Barons
A report on a play test game held at Entoyment store Poole.
18th July 2019
A Start
This is a brief report on a game played to develop the
forthcoming Bloody Barons 2020 edition.
The photos are all taken in the early stages (turn 3)
of the game. At other times we were all busy actually
playing.
The defending army had a few light guns, a mass of
retinue infantry units, a few household units plus potential cavalry. The army had 14 foot units.
The attacking army had a similar amount of troops
but more levy units. The attackers had no cavalry
units.
The scenery consisted of a mixture of hills and woods.
There was a bog and village too.

B. The scenario
The scenario is applied after the armies are deployed. This means there is nothing to write down.
The scenario effects are applied to the table as it is.
The scenario created the following effects.


Defender general became the King.



Attacker converted a gentle hill into a rough
hill.



Attacker upgraded one of his wards (3 units)
from levy to retinue.



The defender hada few uniost put off as being
late along with some lost bases.

Attacker army in the foreground.
Markers off table are half bases. Each unit has 8 increments of death.
Bottom right is a marsh/boggy ground.

Complete table Turn 3
Attacker army on the left.
Attacker has deployed along his base edge and forced his left flank on to
the far hill. The table is 4 zones in width and 4 zones in depth.

Attacker army of the left.
Defender army on the right.
Nearest the camera the defender ward (right) has advanced into the face of the
attackers.
The defender ward has taken
some casualties. There are 3
units of retinue in the ward.
The general is in the first
unit. The tag of paper under
the general’s base shows him
to have assaulter and morale
attributes.
A second defender ward
(group of units) is in the near
wood.
The furthest defender ward is
in front of the village.
The attacker wards make a
constant line in their second
row. The table consist of four
rows and four columns. Delineated by the scenery templates.
The table is 4 feet by 3
feet. Each of the sixteen
zones is 12 inches by 9
inches.

Here is the defender’s right
flank. The attacker is upon
the hill. The attackers got
thee by forcing their units
forwards during deployment.
The defenders also forced
units forward, but failed to
get the hill at the game start.
On the hill the attackers have
some handgunners (round
bases), a household unit on
the left, a retinue unit at the
back with the general accompanying. The central unit is
another retinue unit. There
are two guns there two which
are in the process of reloading.
Two defender units are visible in front of the hill and the
king’s unit is just off screen
at lower right. After this the
defenders launched an abortive assault upon the hill.
Then the attackers came off
the hill and beat the king
back to the village.
Each scenery template
fills a zone.

This view is from behind the defender's line.
The defender has wards in the left hand woods and on the extreme left.
The defender ward on the wood did assault the attackers, but ran out of energy and then fell back after some good work.
The trees are by Tablescape.

On the left is the King’s
ward. He has rear support from levy units ion
the village.
The bases with blue
flashes are casualties.
They build up until the
players turn in which he
takes a morale test and
clears the bodies away.
A morale test can result
in no change, out of order, no move and even
rout.
The king allows an extra
re-roll in fights and less
morale failures. The
units can be anywhere
within a zone. This is
because the general is a
battle commander who
need not bother about
exact unit positioning.
Any bases size (within
reason) can be used for
the figures. 4 bases

constitutes a unit.

Attacker ward on the
left. Defender ward on
the right.
Units in a line of bases
are “ordered” Units in
two ranks of bases are
“out of order”.
The handgunners do not
help in fights.
The figures on bases are
not vital, as it is assumed that every unit
has a shooting ability
unless they are pike
armed.
The long standard in
pink shows where a
general is.
A unit commander
base with
2 figures = levy unit.
3 figures = retinue
and
4 figures = household.

The result
The game ended when the battle clock reached 30. Players take alternate turns. At the end
of every turn the turning player rolls a D6, with are-roll allowed. This si deducted from a
start total of 30 on the battle clock. The game lasted 9 turns.

The defenders were slaughtered.
This rare outcome was caused by two poor quality assaults carried out by the defenders.
Then a calamitous cavalry charge by the defenders.
The attackers carried out 5 highly effective assaults. Two defender generals were forced
from the field. Another defender general got killed in a melee. One attacker general was also killed.
The attacker's victory points added up to 42. the defender’s victory points added up to just
13.
In the “outcomes” part of the rules this constituted a “Slaughter”.

